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The generation gap of a group G is the difference between the minimal number
of generators of G and the rank of the augmentation ideal. The relation gap of a
presentation FrN is the difference between the minimal number of elements that
generate N as a normal subgroup and the minimal number of G-module genera-
w xtors of the relation module Nr N, N . We show that if G is a finitely presented
group then there exists n such that G =  n Z , Z being the cyclic group ofis1 p p
order p, has zero generation and zero relation gap. We apply this result to
questions concerning the efficiency of finite groups. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. BACKGROUND
 .If A is a G-group, then d A denotes the minimal number of elementsG
of A that generate it as a G-group. For example, the normal subgroup N
 .of F is an F-group via conjugation and d N simply denotes the minimalF
number of elements of F that generate N as a normal subgroup. If G acts
 .trivially on A we omit the subscript and write d A for the minimal
number of generators for the group A.
Given a group G we denote by IG the augmentation ideal with integer
 .  .coefficients. The generation gap of G, gap G , is the difference d G y
 .d IG . Examples of finite and infinite groups with strictly positive genera-G
w xtion gap are known. In 4 Cossey, Gruenberg, and Kovacs show that if G
is a finite perfect group and Gn is the n-fold direct product, then
 n.  . nnd IG s d IG . Consequently, A has strictly positive generation gapG G 5
for n large enough, where A is the alternating group on 5 symbols.5
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w x Recently Gruenberg and Linnell 9 proved that the free product Z =2
.  .Z ) Z = Z , Z being the cyclic group of order n, has a strictly positive2 3 3 n
generation gap as well.
 < :  .Given a finite presentation P s X R of a group G, let F s F X be
 .the free group on X and let N s N R be the normal closure of R in F.
The quotient FrN is isomorphic to G, and the conjugation action of F on
w xN defines a G-module structure on N s Nr N, N . This G-module is
called the relation module of the presentation P. We also refer to the
quotient FrN as a presentation of G. Note that we have the following
chain of inequalities
w xd N G d N G d Nr F , N s d F y r H G q d H G , .  .  .  .  . .  .  .F G 1 2
  ..where r H G denotes the torsion-free rank. Let us explain the last1
equality. The extension N ª F ª G gives rise to the 5-term sequence see
w x.Brown 3
w x w x w xH F ª H G ª Nr F , N ª Fr F , F ª Gr G, G ª 0. .  .2 2
 .Since F is free the Schur multiplier H F is trivial and we obtain2
w x dF .yr H1G..Nr F , N s H G [ Z .2
from which we get the desired equality. Now
g FrN s d N y d N .  .  .1 F G
is called the relation gap of FrN. Let
w xg FrN s d N y d Nr F , N .  .  .2 G
 .  .  .and let g FrN s g FrN q g FrN . The presentation P is termed1 2
efficient if
< < w xR s d N s d Nr F , N , .  .F
< <  .  .i.e., if R s d N and g FrN s 0. It is called pseudo-efficient ifF
 .g FrN s 0. A group G is called efficient if it admits an efficient2
presentation. Examples of efficient groups are finitely generated abelian
 w x. w xgroups see Epstein 5 , fundamental groups of closed 3-manifolds 5 , and
also finite groups that have balanced presentations. Such finite groups
have trivial Schur-multiplier. Whether finite groups G with trivial Schur-
 . w xmultiplier H G are efficient was answered negatively by Swan 16 . He2
presented examples of finite metabelian non-efficient groups. Finite meta-
w xcyclic groups however are efficient, as was shown by Wamsley 17 and
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w xBeyl 1 . Infinite metacyclic groups need not be efficient, as was shown by
w xPride 2 . The first examples of non-efficient torsion-free groups were
w xfound by Lustig 14 .
Let us say a few words about the relation gap. It is not difficult to write
 .down examples of presentations FrN for which g FrN is strictly bigger2
 .than zero Swan's groups, for example , but it seems to be difficult to find
 w x.examples with non-zero relation gap see Gruenberg 7 . Such an example
would be interesting not only for group theorists, but also for topologists in
view of certain questions in Low Dimensional Topology, such as White-
 w xhead's domination question in dimension 2 see Harlander 10 for addi-
.tional references .
The main result of this article is to show that if G is a finitely presented
group and p is a given prime, then there exists an integer n such that
G =  n Z has zero generation and zero relation gap. We also giveis1 p
conditions under which an n can be found such that the resulting group is
efficient. As a consequence we show that if G is a finite group and p is a
prime not dividing the order of G, then there exists an integer n such that
G =  n Z is efficient.is1 p
2. EXOTIC PRESENTATIONS OF FREE AND DIRECT
PRODUCTS
w xIt was realized by Metzler 15 that wedging on copies of the standard
2-complex of Z = Z to a given 2-complex allows one to bypass the2 4
commutator question, an obstruction encountered when attempting to
generalize results that hold in higher dimension to dimension 2. Hog-
Angeloni and Metzler have successfully applied this trick in various situa-
w xtions. In 15 Metzler managed to distinguish homotopy type and simple
w xhomotopy type in dimension 2. In 13 , a stabilization result interesting in
connection with the Andrews-Curtis conjecture was obtained. We present
the Z = Z -trick in a slightly more general framework.2 4
 .  "1 "14  < :Assume that e z , . . . , z is a word in z , . . . , z . Let P s X R1 m 1 m H
be a finite presentation of a group H, and suppose that w , . . . , w are1 m
words in X "1 that represent non-trivial elements of H so that
 .e w , . . . , w represents the trivial element of H. Let G be the quotient of1 m
 < :H presented by P s X R, w , . . . , w . Suppose that K is a group thatG 1 m
 <  .:admits a presentation P s Y S, e s , . . . , s , where the s are relators,K 1 m i
"1 that is, words in Y representing the trivial element in K i.e., s gi
  ...N S, e s , . . . , s . We can form the free product1 m
P s P ) PK ) G K G
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to obtain a presentation for K )G. Observe that
N R , w , . . . , w , S, e s , . . . , s s N R , S, w sy1 , . . . , w sy1 . . .  .1 m 1 m 1 1 m m
Indeed,
e s , . . . , s s e w , . . . , w s 1 .  .1 m 1 m
modulo R and w sy1, andi i
w s s s 1i i
y1  .modulo w s , S, and e s , . . . , s . In that way we obtain an exotici i 1 m
presentation for the free product with one less relation than expected. If
w xwe add commutators x, y , x g X, y g Y, we obtain an exotic presenta-
tion for the direct product K = G. We will refer to the process just
 .described as absorbing expressions e z , . . . , z of relators by free and direct1 m
products with G. Let us look at examples.
 .  . y1 y11 Commutators. Assume e z , z s z z z z . Let H be the1 2 1 2 1 2
 < p q: ptorus-knot group with presentation P s x , x x s x . Then x rep-H 1 2 1 2 1
resents an element of the center of H and we have in particular
 p w x.  < pe x , x , x s 1 in H. In this case we get P s x , x x s1 1 2 G 1 12
q p w x:x , x , x , x , which is a presentation of the finite abelian group Z = Z .2 1 1 2 p q
We denote this presentation by P . Note that in case p and q are notp,q
relatively prime the presentation P is efficient. In particular we canp,q
absorb commutators of relators by direct products with Z = Z .p p
 .  . k2 Powers. Assume e z s z . Let H be the finite metacyclic group
 < k y1 q: q ky1 .r kdefined by P s x , x x , x x x s x . Then x represents anH 1 2 2 2 1 2 1 1
 q ky1 .r k .element of order k and thus e x s 1 in H. Here we get P s1 G
 < q ky1 .r k k y1 q:x , x x , x , x x x s x . Note that in case q is equal to 11 2 1 2 2 1 2 1
 w x.modulo k, this presentation is efficient see Wamsley 17 . Thus we can
absorb powers of relations by using finite metacyclic groups.
If we are confronted with a presentation P that involves l commuta-K
tors of relators, then we can apply the absorption process l times to obtain
the following
 < w x:PROPOSITION 2.1. Let P s Y S, t , u , 1 F i F l, be the presenta-K i i
tion of a group K, and suppose all the t and u are relators. Let P be thei i
presentation of G s K =  l Z = Z obtained by forming the direct prod-is1 p p
uct of P and l copies of P . Then N, the normal closure of the relations inK p, p
< < < <  .P, can be generated as a normal subgroup by S q 3l q 2 l Y q 2 l l y 1
elements.
< < < <  .Proof. Note that S q l q 3l q 2 l Y q 2 l l y 1 is the number of
relations occurring in P obtained from the free product of P and lK
< <  < < .  < <copies of P by adding the required 2 Y q 2 Y q 2 q ??? q2 Y qp, p
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 . . < <  .l y 1 2 s 2 l Y q 2 l l y 1 commutators. The absorption process, ap-
plied l times, yields a generating set for the normal closure consisting of l
fewer elements.
A free product version of Proposition 2.1 using Z = Z -factors is2 4
w ximplicit in Metzler 15 . A direct product version using Z = Z factors is2 4
contained in unpublished work of Metzler.
3. EXOTIC GENERATING SETS
In the previous section we explained how to construct exotic presenta-
tions for free and direct products. Similar thoughts yield exotic generating
sets for direct products.
THEOREM 3.1. Let G be a finitely generated group. Then for any prime p
Ä nthere exists a positi¨ e integer n such that for G s G =  Z we ha¨eis1 p
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä .  w x.d G s d Gr G, G . In particular G has zero generation gap.
n Proof. Let p be a given prime. By replacing G by some G =  Zis1 p
. w x=Z we may assume that p divides the first torsion number of Gr G, G .p
 w x.Suppose d Gr G, G s m. Then we can choose elements g , . . . , g of G1 m
Äw xand commutators h , k , 1 F i F l, of G that generate G. Let G s G =i i
l  . Z = Z and let a and b be generators of the ith factor Z = Zis1 p p i i p p
l Ä .in the product  Z = Z . Then we claim that G is generated by theis1 p p
w xm q 2 l elements g , . . . , g , h a , k b , 1 F i F l. Indeed, since h a , k b1 m i i i i i i i i
w xs h , k , all of G lies in the closure of these elements, and since h andi i i
k are elements of G, the a and b are contained in that closure as well.i i i
Ä Ä Ä lw x w x  .Since Gr G, G s Gr G, G [ Z [ Z and p divides the first[ p pis1
Ä Ä Äw x  w x.  w x.torsion number of Gr G, G we have d Gr G, G s d Gr G, G q 2 l
Ä Ä Ä Ä .  w x.s m q 2 l and thus d G s d Gr G, G . For a finitely generated group G
one always has the chain of inequalities
w xd G G d IG G d Z IG s d Gr G, G . .  .  .mG  /
G
ÄConsequently G has zero generation gap.
4. CLOSING THE RELATION GAP
We now come to the main results of this article.
THEOREM 4.1. Let G be a finitely presented group. Then for any prime p
Ä nthere exists a positi¨ e integer n such that G s G =  Z has zero genera-is1 p
tion and zero relation gap.
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 .  w x.Proof. We may assume d G s d Gr G, G and that p divides the
 .  .first torsion numbers of H G and H G . If this is not the case replace G1 2
n  .by G =  Z = Z . Then, for n big enough, this is a group with theis1 p p
desired properties by Theorem 3.1 and the Kunneth-formula. It is impor-È
tant to note that attaching further copies of Z = Z results in a groupp p
that still satisfies these two properties.
 < : < <  .Let P s Y S be a finite presentation of G with Y s d G . Let FG
be the free group on the generators that appear in P and let N be theG
 w x.normal closure of the relations in P . Thus G s FrN. Let d Nr N, NG G
s m. We can choose relators s , . . . , s so that their images generate the1 m
w x w xG-module Nr N, N . We then choose commutators of relators t , u ,i i
 w x .1 F i F l, so that N s N s , . . . , s , t , u , 1 F i F l . We next form the1 m i i
l Ädirect product P s P =  P to obtain a presentation of G s G =G is1 p, p
l Ä Ä . Z = Z . Let F be the free group on the generators in P and Nis1 p p
be the normal closure of the relations in P. Furthermore, let F be thei
free group on the generators in the ith factor P and let N be thep, p i
normal closure of the relations occurring in that presentation. So F rNi i
l  .presents the ith factor in  Z = Z . It follows from Proposition 2.1is1 p p
Ä < <  .that N can be generated by m q 3l q 2 l Y q 2 l l y 1 elements. If
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä .  w x.d N s d Nr N, N , then FrN has zero relation gap and we areÄF G
Ädone. If this is not the case, repeat the above process with G in place of G
and P instead of P . We have to convince ourselves that after a finiteG
time of repeats we end up with a presentation with zero relation gap. This
will follow from the next lemma.
Ä Ä .  .LEMMA 4.2. g FrN F g FrN . Furthermore, if equality occurs then2 2
Ä ÄFrN has zero relation gap.
Ä Ä Ä w x.Proof. We will first compute d Nr F, N . Recall that if G is a group
and FrN is a finite presentation of G, then
w x dF .yr H1G..Nr F , N s H G [ Z , 1 .  .2
  ..where r H G denotes the torsion free rank. This we have seen in1
Section 1. If G , . . . , G are groups, then it follows from the Kunneth-È1 n
formula that
n
H G = ??? = G s H G [ H G m H G . 2 .  .  .  . . .[ [2 1 n 2 i 1 i 1 j
is1 1Fi-jFn
Suppose next that F rN is a finite presentation of a group G and FrN isi i i
the direct product of the presentations F rN presenting G = ??? = G ,i i 1 n
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 .  .then it follows from 1 and 2 that
n
w x w xNr F , N s Nr F , N [ H G m H G . .  . .[ [i i i 1 i 1 j
is1 1Fi-jFn
 .If there is a prime p dividing the first torsion numbers of the H G and1 i
 .the H G , we get in addition2 i
n
w x w xd Nr F , N s d Nr F , N q d H G m H G . . .  .  . . i i i 1 i 1 j
is1 1Fi-jFn
3 .
Ä Ä Ä l  .Applying this to the presentation FrN of G s G =  Z = Z weis1 p p
obtain
l
Ä Ä Ä w x w xd Nr F , N s d Nr F , N q d Nr F , N .  . / i i i
is1
l
q d H G m Z [ Z .  . . 1 p p
is1
q d Z [ Z m Z [ Z .  . . p p p p
1Fi-jFl
< <w xs d Nr F , N q 3l q 2 l Y q 2 l l y 1 . . .
 w x.For the last equation we used the fact that d Nr F , N s 3 and thei i i
< <   ..equality of Y and d H G . Now1
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Äg FrN s d Nr N , N y d Nr F , N . Ä  /  /2 G
< <F m q 3l q 2 l Y q 2 l l y 1 .
< <w xy d Nr F , N q 3l q 2 l Y q 2 l l y 1 . . .
w x w xs d Nr N , N y d Nr F , N .  .G
s g FrN . .2
Ä Ä Ä w x. < < Equality occurs if and only if d Nr N, N s m q 3l q 2 l Y q 2 l l yÄG
Ä. < <  .1 . Since N can be generated by m q 3l q 2 l Y q 2 l l y 1 elements,
Ä Ä .this shows that if equality occurs then g FrN s 0.1
COROLLARY 4.3. Suppose that G is a finitely presented group such that
 .   ..d G s d H G and that the prime p di¨ ides the first torsion number of both1
 .  .H G and H G . Assume furthermore that G admits a finite presentation1 2
 .  .  w x.  w x.FrN with d F s d G and d Nr N, N s d Nr F, N . Then thereG
Ä nexists an integer n such that G s G =  Z is an efficient group.is1 p
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Ä Ä Ä l  .Proof. Construct a presentation FrN of G s G =  Z = Z asis1 p p
Ä Ä .in the proof of Theorem 4.1. It follows from Lemma 4.2 that g FrN s 02
Ä Äand that FrN has zero relation gap. Thus this is an efficient presentation
Äfor G.
5. FINITE EFFICIENT GROUPS
In this section we show that, in case of a finite group, direct product
stabilization with Z not only closes the relation gap, but actually leads top
an efficient presentation. We start with the following
LEMMA 5.1. Let G be a finite group, H be the direct product  l Z ,is1 p
Ä Äand G s G = H. Then, for some appropriately chosen l, the group G has a
presentation FrN such that
w x w x pd Nr N , N s d Nr N , N N . .  .Ä ÄG G
Proof. Before we begin we recall some facts about the rank of the
relation module of the presentation of a finite group. Proofs of these
w xresults can be found in the notes 6 of Gruenberg. If G is a finite group
and FrN is a finite presentation for G, then
w x w x qd Nr N , N s max d Nr N , N N , 4 4  . .  .G G
wwhere the maximum is taken over all prime numbers 6, Theorem 7.8, p.
x  w x q.46 . Now d Nr N, N N can be computed in terms of the dimension ofG
the first and second cohomology of G with coefficients in irreducible
 .  w x.F G -modules see 6, Proposition 7.11, p. 48 . In particular, if q is aq
prime not dividing the order of G, then one obtains
w x qd Nr N , N N s d F . 5 .  . .G
To start the proof of the lemma, note first that we may assume that
 .   ..d G s d H G and that p divides the first torsion numbers of both1
 .  .  kH G and H G if this is not the case then replace G with G =  Z ;1 2 is1 p
for big enough k this group has the desired properties by Theorem 3.1 and
.the Kunneth-formula . Let F rN be a finite presentation for G withÈ 1 1
 .  .d F s d G and let F rN be the standard presentation for H on l1 2 2
 . p w xgenerators a , . . . , a and l l y 1 r2 q l relations a , 1 F i F l, a , a ,1 l i j k
Ä1 F j - k F l. Let FrN be the presentation for G obtained from F rN1 1
and F rN . Let q be a prime number. We clearly have2 2
w x qd Nr N , N N .ÄG
w x q w x qF d N N , N N q d N r N , N N q d F l , . .  .G 1 1 1 1 H 2 2 2 2 1
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 w x.since N s N N , N , x, y , where x and y are basis elements of F and1 2 1
 w x q.  .  .F . If q / p, then d N r N , N N s d F s l by the formula 5 .2 H 2 2 2 2 2
Thus for q / p we have
w x q w x qd Nr N , N N F d N r N , N N q l q d F l. . .  .ÄG G 1 1 1 1 1
We also have
w x p w x p w x pd Nr F , N N s d N r F , N N q d N r F , N N .  .  .1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
q d H G, p m H H , p .  . .1 1
w x ps d N r F , N N q l y 1 lr2 q l q d F l. .  . .1 1 1 1 1
 .The first equality follows from Eq. 3 in the proof of Lemma 4.2. To see
the second equality recall from Section 1 that for a finite presentation
w x  . dF .qr H1G..FrN of a group G we always have Nr F, N s H G [ Z . In2
w x p  ly1. l r2 dF2 .particular N r F , N N s Z [ Z . Since2 2 2 2 p p
w x q w x pd N r N , N N q l q d F l F d N r F , N N . .  .G 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
q l y 1 lr2 q l q d F l , .  .1
for big enough l, this shows that
w x q w x p w x pd Nr N , N N F d Nr F , N N F d Nr N , N N .  .  .Ä ÄG G
 .for all primes q / p and large enough l. Thus, by Eq. 4 ,
w x w x pd Nr N , N N s d Nr N , N N .  .Ä ÄG G
for big enough l.
A finite group is called p-nilpotent if it is a semi-direct product G s
P = H, where P is a p-Sylow subgroup.f
THEOREM 5.2. Let G be a finite p-nilpotent group. Then there exists an
integer n such that G =  n Z is efficient.is1 p
 .   ..Proof. We assume that d G s d H G and that p divides the first1
Ä l .  .torsion number of both H G and H G . Let G s G =  Z . We1 2 is1 p
Äknow from Lemma 5.1 that we can choose l so that G has a presentation
FrN with
w x w x pd Nr N , N s d Nr N , N N . .  .Ä ÄG G
ÄSince G is p-nilpotent
w x p w x pd Nr N , N N s d Nr F , N N . .  .ÄG
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w xThis result is in 6, Lemma 1.17, page 49 . Thus
w x w xd Nr N , N s d Nr F , N . .  .ÄG
The result now follows from Corollary 4.3.
COROLLARY 5.3. If G is a finite p-group then G =  l Z is an efficientis1 p
p-group for some integer l.
COROLLARY 5.4. Let G be a finite group and p be a prime not di¨ iding the
order of G. Then there exists an integer l such that G =  l Z is efficient.is1 p
Proof. G is p-nilpotent. Now apply Theorem 5.2.
 .Remarks. 1 We do not know at the time of writing if the statement
in Corollary 5.4 is true for all primes p.
 .2 Does Corollary 5.4 generalize to finitely presented infinite
groups? We believe that this is not the case, i.e., that there exists a finitely
presented group G such that G =  l Z is not efficient for any prime pis1 p
and any positive integer l.
 .3 It is true however that every finitely presented group does embed
into a finitely presented efficient group. This can be shown by similar
methods as used in the present paper. Instead of direct products with
Z = Z one has to consider amalgamated products with Z ) Z overp p p p
infinite cyclic groups. A detailed proof of this is contained in the subse-
w xquent paper 11 .
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